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Block Editor Alert



Wordpress - Block Editor

Westliberty.edu uses the wordpress “classic” editor. In December 2018, wordpress 
launched the “Gutenberg” block editor. 

Learn more about the block editor

I’ll try to describe some of the pros and cons of the block editor and the classic 
editor that we’re currently using.

https://kinsta.com/blog/gutenberg-wordpress-editor/#:~:text=Gutenberg%2C%20alternatively%20known%20as%20the,released%20on%20December%206%2C%202018.&text=The%20Gutenberg%20WordPress%20editor.


Classic Editor

Attempts to create a 
layout with 
“shortcodes 
ultimate” plugin.



Block Editor Objective is to create a WYSIWYG layout.
3 Column layout



Forms
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FormsUser Interest Business Goals

TAXES

Taxpayer Government



FormsUser Interest Business Goals

SHOPPING

Customer Amazon
WalMart
Target

etc.



FormsUser Interest Business Goals

EDUCATION

Prospective Student
Families

Governments
3rd Parties

Vendors

West Liberty University





Filling out forms?
Nope, don’t see it.
:(















Forms can seem overwhelming to users



…even traumatizing



KISS Principle



KISS Principle
Keep it Super Simple

dev.to



UX Planet



Only ask for what’s needed



Conversion Rate See-Saw

Complexity Conversion Rate



Conversion Rate See-Saw

Complexity Conversion Rate



Conversion Rate See-Saw

Complexity Conversion Rate



Only ask for what’s needed

This can vary depending on audience and goals.



West Liberty University - IRB form

See form

Starts with a notice - not to complete form, unless…

Very lengthy form

Many Features

To whom is the form targeted?
What is the goal of the form?
Why is it so involved?

https://westliberty.edu/irb/submit-initial-research-proposal-application/


West Liberty University - Search form

See form

Starts with banner of images

Form has 1 field

Minimal Features

To whom is the form targeted?
What is the goal of the form?
Why is it so involved?

https://westliberty.edu/search/


West Liberty University - SLP Contact form



Wordpress - Gravity Forms







Gravity Forms has many settings

If you build by running through this dropdown list, it will 
help you ensure that you’ve covered most of the bases.



Editing the front-facing form elements
Text fields, date input, checkboxes etc.

Customizable messages sent back to the user after 
form submission.

Customizable messages emailed to site admins

Skip it for now :)

If there’s nothing filled out, create a new event tracker 
and copy info from another form. It tells Google when 
someone completes a form. Basically lets us know if 
our site is doing its job - driving conversions.



Shows you all your forms

Make a New Form

See Entries

Off Limits - Don’t even go there

You may need to download all submissions for XYZ - 
This can be very useful. Saves everything in case you 
missed a submission email notice.

Off Limits - Don’t even go there. You can expand 
capabilities but sometimes the integrations break 
functionality.

Check with Web Person - Probably no need to go here

Documentation if you need it also contact web person



List of current forms and 
convenient submenus



Gravity Forms - Build a Form, Demo



Add New button
Add remove and edit form elements

Text fields
Checkboxes
Radio buttons
Numeric entries
Text areas
Advanced Fields (combine the basic ones)

Conditional Logic (helps to make complex forms less so)
Save - Update
Setting up Confirmations and Notifications
Setting up Tracking
Including form on a page

Gravity Forms - Demo



Resources





Gravity forms How-to Videos

2 minutes of fluff, then they compare old UI with current one, might be useful

https://www.gravityforms.com/video-tutorials/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4ZPp9lbgFo

